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Analysing students' reasoning in science:
A pragmatic view of theoretical problems

Laurence Viennot, LDPES, Université Paris VII

Introduction
Conceptions of children or students in various fields of knowledge, especially science, have been widely investigated. There is a general consensus
that students' knowledge in science does not originate only in school
learning. This knowledge, the personal construction of an individual,
appears ta be at least partially organised in structures more or less dependent on the conceptual domain in question, and is sometimes extremely
resistant to change. Different expressions- 'conceptual frameworks',
'alternative frameworks', 'mental structures' or. simply 'conceptions',
'spontaneous or natural reasoning' - aH refer, in a more or less equivalent
way, ta this facto There is similarly a consensus that we have ta take this
'natural reasoning' into account if teaching is to he effective.
Thus a programme for research in Science Education would be, III
summary:(a) ta demonstrate regularities in different kinds of students' pro-

ductions, and ta describe theseregularities in terms of 'conceptual
frameworks'or 'ways of reasoning'
(b) ta investigate the conditions under which these conceptual frameWOrks can be changed;
This paper deals with the first of these points. It addresses the question:
how can we infer elements of mental organization from regularities in students' answers or comments? This question can be formulated more
simply: how can we 'understand' and sa effectively describe students'
reasoning? The answer is crucial in characterising our research.
A prior question, though very important, will not be discussed: can
we discover something about the reasoning of individuals from çollective
studies, according ta a kind of 'cognitive ergodicity'? My personal answer
is that we èan, but this very serious question would deserve a whole discussion ta itself. Thus in what follows, the expression 'students' answers'
is to he read either as 'answersof agiven individual' or as 'answers shared
by a non-negligible number of students', depending on which type of
investigation the reader considers most relevant.
What remains essential, in bath cases, is the observation of regularities.
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A second group of questions, again not addressed here, is thé follow~
ing: can we classify aspects of students' reasoning according to gross categories such as common or formai knowledge; declarative knowledge; and
theories in action.
AIso, what is the specific impact of differènt types of question sllch
as:

•
•
•
•

Can you do this ?
Can you tell me what will happen?
Can you explain me why ?
Can you teach me ?

1 shall however try to set the discussion 'upstream' of these points. 1 shall
therefore include in the word 'question' ail the possible kinds of situations
in which a student is prompted to say something about Physics and in the
word 'answer' the whole range of possible comments or actions of students
presented with a question.

The 'natural' interpretation
The game we play when we analyse students' answers in terms of 'inferred
rules', 'inferred reasoning' or even 'categories of typical answer' is always
more or less the same: the researcher makes a hypothesis about a certain
'Iogic of the student', tries it out on the observed answers, and if the fit is
good, defines a corresponding 'category of answer'.
.
This phase is crucial but it is very difficult to make explicit its mechanism. A limitingcase, very frequent for obvious reasons, consists in
making the assumption that only one interpretation is possible: 'read such
and such a comment and you will understand'. These 'self-explanatory'
comments are invaluable in guiding the research, bllt they present some
dangers. Of course the interpretation is ail the moie questionable when the
'distance' between interpretation and comment is large, but this very
concept of 'distance' is still to be defined. The appendix gives an instance
of an answer to a problem having several different possible interpretations.
This is just one example among many of the range of possible ways of
'reading' a comment. There are thus some limits on the 'read and understand' procedure.

What should a theory be like?
In general, then, we have to admit that the 'facts' do not say anything on
their own. As for any scientific fact, results in this kind of research are the
products of a researcher's construction, which implies a choice of a field of
investigation, units of description, observed characteristics, hypotheses
and corresponding ways of grouping the data, and so on. lt follows that as
researchers, we cannot dispense with what has to be called, despite many
necessary reservations, a theory. For the sake of brevity, 1 will not
comment excessively on these reservations, which relate aisa to a necessary
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modesty about where we are now in Science Education. This being said, a
theory, even if only sketched in, brings in a lot of constraints. What do we
expect in return; on what criteria should we evaluate a theory ? Very
roughly, two points seem essential.
First1y, the theory should be 'specified', i.e., it should be possible to
distinguish this theory from another. This seems to be a provocative
triviality, but we ail know for instance that the use of new words does not
suffice to say new things. An ideal way of characterising a theory would be
to define experimental facts compatible with this theory and incompatible
with others. In Science Education we are, however, still far from being
able to relate every new assertion to anything which truly resembles a
qitical experiment. To recognise this is a necessary act of modesty.
Secondly, the theory should be effective in describing experimental
facts. Even if not yet highly predictlve, our theories can be evaluated
according to a degree of effectiveness defined roughly as the ratio of the
number of different 'questions and students' answers' taken into account
divided by the number of 'inferred rules' used to.describe these results. If
we consider (figure 1) the various situations that prompted a student to
express his or her ideas on the one hand, and the different features of the
qbserved answers on the other hand, a description of the assumed underIying reasoning would be more or less of the form
IF (set of situations) THEN (Jeatures of responses).
(Nq specific allusion to the use of such a formulation in information processing is intended.) We could then say that the student answers as if he
haq. in mind a 'conceptual structure', or a 'way of reasoning' described by
this 'IF ... THEN' rule. Shown as in figure 1 an effective description
would imply few arrows and large 'bubbles'. An ineffective description
would be a mere catalogue of one-to-one correspondences between situation and response features.

Situations
Questions

',Rules'

Features of responses
selected by researcher

~IF-----THEN~
~
---~
~IF-"""---THEN~
~

~

(Student answers as if having
in mind these ~rules',
'conceptual frameworks',
'reasoning '... )

Figure 1.

Groups of situations and responses related by rules.
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The nature of the description: Phenomenology
or explanadon?
If we are now ta illustrate, and refine this first outline of an effective
description, sOrne further questions arise. 1 will first consider the case III
which the schema drawn in figure 1 apply rather directly.

The simplest case: answers strongly determined by
the type of question
Let us imagine that, on a given conceptual domain, sorne regularities are
actually observed in a student's responses in that sorne types of questions
give rise to responses which present similar features, or, even better,
similar 'groups of features'. This case thus simply described in fact
implies two non-trivial operations:
(a) types of situations have been selected.
(b) types of responses have been selected.

The most fruitful choices of types of bath kinds, according ta our criteria
of efIectiveness, are not obvious. In particular, it is oot obvious that the
best selection will be on the basis of concepts deriving from the subject
matter as it is taught, or as it is construed by experts. Indeed questions
often appear to be grouped (implicitly) in students' minds according ta
unexpected characteristics. In other words the mapping of the subject
matter is not necessarily the same for a student and for his/her textbook.
The statement of the 'inferred rule', or 'underlying reasoning' corresponding ta the observed regularity can now be given in terms of an 'IF',
specified by the type of question, and a 'THEN', followed by a list of
features of answers. But it is also possible, and tempting, ta deseribe the
type of answer in a more global way, for instance, with a metaphor which
is assumed ta evoke through one expression ail the features of the list.
Table 1 gives sorne examples, borrowed from different studies:
There is clearly a choice ta be made between two alternatives:

(a) One proposes the metaphor as a simple way of suggesting or encapsulating a list of features. Even the hypothesis of an internai consisteney in these features is not strictly compulsory: the
simu1taneous occurrence of sorne feattires in the answers could he
merely the refleetion of a grouping of corresponding eharacteristies in the question. Sueh would be a purely phenomenological
aceount of a regularity.
(b) Alternatively, one aseribes explanatory power ta the metaphor:
'the student answers in this way because he is thinking of electricity advancing round the circuit, ... beeause he is thinking of a
supply of force, etc. . . . '. This is ail the more tempting here,
where the eharaeteristics of the situations are included in the very
description of the reasoning, sa that a WHEN suggests a
BECAUSE: the student is thinking of a supply of force because,
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Table 1. Examples of situations, features of responses, and global
descriptive metaphors, from various studies.

Situation and questions

Global

Features
selected in
responses

Series electric circuit with
two identical passive components
on eitherside of a third.

Source gives
constant flow

Middle component is modified:
what happens?

Changing middle
component only

descriptive

metaphor
'Sequential
reasoning'

Closset 1984
Shipstone 1984

affects what
happens
'downstream'
A motion is a salient feature
of a proposed situation. The
forces acting on the moving
body are not in the direction
of the motion.
Questions about the forces.

'Supplyof

Confusions between
force/velocity

force'

force(energy
spatio~temporal

Viennot 1979

delocalisation of
'forces'
'Force' ascribed
to moving abject

('Force of .. .').
Vessels contain air under
pressure. Nothing moves.
Questions about the air.

The air does not

push.
There is no pressure.

'Pressure only
has meaning if
there is a
displacement'

Séré 1982
Engels 1982
looking at the upward motion of the bail, he cannot find any cause
in the same direction.
Two questions

ari~econcerningthis

choice:

(a) Is it possible to find criteria to decide between these alternatives?
(b) ls there anything really at stake behind the choice? In other
words, what is changed if a description is presented as phenomenological or explanatory ?

1 shall return to these questions, after having considered a less simple
configuration of results than that just discussed.

A more complex case: correlations between features
of responses
The more complex case, in which the question posed does not strongly
determjne a kind of answer, but in which a given feature of answers
appears to be correlated with others, whatever the question that gave rise
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Table 2. Two sets of correlated features of responses.
Set A
F external· = FI (lower spring)
= F 2 (upper spring)

Fexternal = k l x displacement of end of
lower spring

Schema:

Set B
Fexternal

= Fi + F 2

Displacement of lower end
= extension of spring 1
+ extension of spring 2
Schema:

+Fi

T

Fexiernal

to it, can be observed. The determining aspect of the situation disappears,
or diminishes, while the internai consistency of the response remains. This
is the case in the following example, from a study by Serge Fauconnet
(1982, 1984). The problem posed can be summarized as fo11ows.
Two springs of spring constants respectively k 1 and k2 , and free lengths Il and 12 are
suspended end to end from the ceiling. One pulls on the lower end and displaces it by
10 cm. What force is it necessary to exert and what is the displacement of the intermediatepoint?

Two sets of correlated features of answers can be observed, among others,
as in table 2. As in the preceding case, it is tempting to ascribe to each set
a global designation, more or less metaphoric. In this case the author
associates set A with a vision of a force as a 'force transmitted from point
to point .a11 along the system', and set B with a vision of a 'force globa11y
opposing internai resistances'.
This time the correlation existing between the features of an answer
cannot be ascribed to some particular aspects of the situation proposed, for
this situation is not rea11y determining: a given student may happen when
solving the problem to change the whole set of characteristics of his' or her
answer, in a kind of switching from one vision to another.
This case requires, more than the first, internai consistency in the sets
of features selected. A global description is now much more than a convenient means of suggesting a list of features, since it is intended that the
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Correlated features of responses and hypothetical mediators.

metaphor, or the vision associated with a set, may constitute a mediating
element in the solving process itself: that when confronted with a question, the student would 'read' it (Fauconnet 1982, 1984) or 'envision' it
(Driver 1982) or find in it a suggestion of a 'prototype' (Guidoni 1983,
1984; diSessa 1981a, 1981b) in a way that would prompt a simultaneous
coming together of the elements of the associated set of response features.
Changing the vision would result in changing the whole set, even though
the question might remain the same. This type of analysis can be outlined
as in figure 2.
Figure 2 introduces two new elements, as compared with figure 1 :
(a) A set of features of answers has now more than a name; it has a

status.
(b) The broken arrows recall the fact that the questions are less

strongly associated with a particular 'bubble'.
Again if such a description is to be effective, it must propose 'mediators'
of a proper size, i.e. likely to appear in the context of more than one
question, and specifie enough in relation to the correlated features they
imply in an answer. The different questions giving rise to the same mediator for a given student can be considered as analogous (in an implicit or
explicit way) for this student; we should say analogous 'modulo' this
mediator.

The distinction between the two types of description
Instabilities in associations between questions and answers added to correlations between several features of answers lead us to the idea of a 'mediator'. Coming back to the first, simplest, case now raises the following
question: does the fact that the question is highly determining exclude the
existence of a mediator? Or else: would a description of this type be only a
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restricted case of description of the more complex type for those cases in
which the questions are especially strongly linked with a given mediator ?
N othing a priori prevents us from giving to the idea of sequential
reasoning in electric circuits, to the metaphor of 'supply of force', or to the
identification between cause and effect (pressure-displacement), the status
of mediators. We would have only to change one or two words in the
statement of conclusions. But the utility of doing so depends on the extension of the conceptual domain concerned, and is the less compelling when
the answers seem strongly dependent on sorne overt characteristic of the
questions. The two kinds of description are therefore but extreme cases in
a continuum. Driver and Erickson (1983) suggest that conceptual frameworks rooted in kinaesthetic experience and common language are more
general than those appearing when a student is presented with a new situation, and then appeals to unforeseeable analogies. This distinction seems
quite appropriate, and could partly meet the distinction between the two
cases. Such 'more general' conceptual frameworks, indeed, correspond
(roughly speaking) to reasoning strongly determined by the situation
(figure 1). However one should not consider that any rather universal set
of features of answers is necessarily rooted directly in kinaesthetic experience. Sequential reasoning in electricity is a patent counter-example: no
direct access is possible to the internai physical reality of a circuit, and,
indeed, children are not the most fervent adepts of this kind of reasonil}g.
It appears later, somehow catalysed by schoollearning (Closset 1984). On
the other hand, one should not lose all hope of having more predictive
information about analogical reasoning. Clements' (1981) work on this
theme seems very promising.
.

Phenomenology or explanation : the unanswered question
Let us come back to our initial questions. Is it possible to decide if a
description is only phenomenological or explanatory? Put differently, is a
metaphor proposed by a researcher only an evocative label for a set of
features of answers, or does it correspond to a functional, mediating,
element of a student's reasoning? Of course, no simple criterion is available: As in any other scientific domain what is an explanation at a given
level of theoretical development appears as phenomenological when
another stage is reached. Human reasoning is an incredibly complex object
of research, of which we can only reach sorne 'surface' aspects. A possible
attitude (which is my present personal preference) could be very pragmatic: let us give up trying to sort out what cannot be distinguished, and let
us speak simply of more or less effective description, of more or less useful
'mediators' .
However there is a second question which suggests a way to go
further: is there really anything at stake behind this alternative, other than
an interesting academic game? The answer seems beyond the scope of this
paper, restricted so far to the question of describing a kind of 'state of
reasoning'. If, however, we wonder how. to modify students' conceptions,
this last question becomes crucial, and transforms into another: if the
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t~ach~r ~xplicitly ~vok~s th~ assum~d
.·b~tw~~n stud~nt and t~ach~r b~ ~asi~r ?

m~diator,

will

th~

int~raction

1

.J

Should we make 'mediators' explicit ta our students?
Rath~r than worrying about th~ alt~rnativ~ b~tw~~n ph~nom~nology and
explaliation, it might w~ll b~ mor~ us~ful to addr~ss th~ qu~stion of th~
implicit or ~xplicit charact~r of th~ assum~d m~diators. In this r~sp~ct, it
is important to r~call that most of th~ tim~ conc~ptual structur~s 'discov~r~d' in such r~s~arch s~~m totally implicit for th~ stud~nts th~ms~lv~s.
'l'his is why this kind of r~s~arch is so difficult. 'l'his is also why it is
us~ful; on~ of its pot~ntially most positiv~ outcom~s is to ~nabl~ stud~nts
,tobecome aware of their own ways of reasoning. But this access to aWaren~ss pos~s ~xactly th~ sam~ probl~m of valid d~scription - this tim~ of self
d~scription - which w~ rais~d b~for~: should w~ t~ach a stud~nt how to
r~cQgnis~ a list of f~atur~s in his/h~r own spontan~ous answ~rs, or shall w~
pf~s~nt him/h~r with a functional d~scription of his/h~r intuitiv~ r~ason
ing? Should w~ ~vok~ th~s~ hypoth~tical m~diators sugg~st~d by our pr~
ceding investigations, and speak of 'springness' in spontaneous reasoning
about motions (Guidoni 1983, 1984), or ~vok~ som~thing as an Ohm's law
"bout a vacuum cl~an~r which is obstruct~d (diS~ssa 1981 a), or ~xplain to
th~ stud~nts that th~y ar~ implicitly thinking in t~rms of a 'supply of force'
or a 'supply of caus~' (Vi~nnot 1979)? Th~s~ cat~gori~s may fit as an
I\ccount of th~ obs~rv~d answ~rs. But onc~ stat~d ~xplicitly, with or
)'iithout pr~vious r~-stat~m~nt, do th~y hav~ any s~ns~ for th~ stud~nt? Do
th~y h~lp him/h~r act on his/h~r own r~asoning? (S~~ h~r~ th~ companion
pap~r by P~t~r H~wson).
Th~ simpl~st and id~al cas~ consists in a 'm~diator' ~ff~ctiv~ in th~
description of students' spontaneous answers, which also gives rise, when
~xplicitly stat~d to th~ stud~nt, to a fruitful int~raction. But on~ can
imagin~ m~diators having only on~ of th~s~ prop~rti~s. This qu~stion
could contribut~ to d~signing futur~ r~s~arch.

Conclusions
This discussion of possibl~ ways of d~scribing stud~nts r~asoning in
sêi~nc~ was' c~ntr~d on th~ id~a of introducing as f~w as possibl~ 'inf~rr~d
tul~s' on th~ part of th~ stud~nts, and as f~w as possibl~ n~w concepts on
th~ part of th~ r~s~arch~r, in ord~r to account for ~xp~rim~ntal facts in a
simpl~ and ~ff~ctiv~ mann~r. It app~ar~d that th~ id~a of m~diating, functional ~I~m~nts of r~asoning, sugg~st~d by diff~r~nt authors, was ~sp~cially
us~ful wh~n

(a) th~ qu~stions pos~d to stud~nts app~ar~d to d~t~rmin~ typ~s of
answ~rs only rath~r 100s~ly.

(b) th~ diff~r~nt possibl~ answ~rs s~~m~d highly structur~d, and

could

b~ obs~rv~d in

similar forms with

diff~r~nt qu~stions.
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Rather paradoxically, the case of strongly determining questions does not
suggest any particularly straightforward interpretation. However one can
then still hypothesise a strong association between a type of question and a
given mediator corresponding to the observed answers, especially if this
'mediator' has been 'observed' in other contexts.
ln this first part of the discussion the idea of a mediator has only been
evaluated with respect to its utility in the description of students' reasoning. Nothing more is said, especially about possible degrees of 'profoundness' of reasoning: in particular there is no a priori reason for saying
that strongly determining questions do not prompt 'profound' mediators.
The question of mediators can also be discussed along another dimension, directly linked to teaching, and which it is argued is the most relevant: a proposed mediator should be tested for its value in facilitating,
when stated explicitly, fruitful discussions between students and teachers.
Will the mediator be recognised by the students? Will it help them understand their errors and modify their responses ?
Strictly speaking, a positive answer to these questions is not an
undeniable confirmation of the existence of this mediator in students'
reasoning, nor a negative one a proof of its absence. But it is these questions which are, finally, the most important.
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Appendix: Different interpretations of
an incorrect answer
The problem below was discussed at the Workshop on Physics Education,
La Londe les Maures, 1983. A number of the different interpretations
given to the same wrong answer are described.

The problem (Clement 1982):
A rocket is moving alang sideways in deep space, with its engineoff, from point A"to
point B. It is not near any planets or other outside forces. hs engine is fired at point
Band is 1eft on for 2 seconds while the rocket travels tosome point C.
(a) Draw in the shape of the path from B to C (show your best guess for this

problem even if you are unsure of the answer).
Cb) Show the path from point Cafter the engine is turned off, on the same
drawing.

Figure 3 shows the positions A, Band C, the correct answer and a typical
incorrect answer. The incorrect answer could be glossed as supposing that
the force of the engine combines with whatever was making the rocket go
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(a) Physicist's answer

1

A

-/

B

(b) Typical incorrect answer

A

B

Gf---W~I--__
Figure 3.

Corre:ct and incorrect answers to rocket problem.

from A to B, to produce path Be. After e, whatever made it go from A to
B will take over and make it go sideways again, causing the rocket to
return to its original direction of motion.

Some interpretations
Clement: Students reason as if motion implies a force.
Guidoni: This is an example of 'spring-like' reasoning (which is extremely
general), according to the following paralle!:
1 a spring is in a given state

2 you push on the spring which changes its state
3 you release the spring and the initial state is restored
1 the motion (AB) is of a given kind
2 you fire the engine which changes the motion
3 you stop the engine and the initial motion is restored.
Fauconnet, Viennot: The sideways initial motion evokes a driven motion like a swimmer drifting· in a river. The firing of the engine evokes the idea
that the 'swimmer' now swims. The engine stops, evoking the idea that
the 'swimmer' is once again just drifting.
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